Legal disclaimer
The present document does not serve as a binding contractual agreement between
Ecoball and its investors, and is to be considered as subject to change, going along
with further development of the Ecoball application. Any kind of legal relationship
that is to be established between Ecoball and investors will take place in the form of
an individual agreement, including individual conditions and any rights and
obligations applying to Ecoball and investors. If ambiguous situations or
circumstances occur, the content of this document may always be superseded by
the aforementioned individual agreements.
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What is Ecoball
Ecoball is an advanced blockchain developed with innovations.
With 5 years of consistent R&D, Ecoball is now ready to support a
large ecosystem, and its foundation is built with a sustainable
economic model and a community-driven governance model. Such
integration makes Ecoball particularly suitable for high demanding
Dapps in DeFi, NFT, DAO, etc.

Challenges
DAPPs cannot be massively adopted
Because:
Slow

Centralized

Take minutes to process one

Some networks are controlled

transaction.

by minorities.

Expensive

Incompatible

High

gas

fee

discourages

users to use Dapps.
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Not able to utilize other chain
safe and fast.

Solutions
1. Current Solutions: Layer-2 networks based on Ethereum ⇒
improvements on selected scenarios

To resolve the blockchain pain-point, many attempts have been
made in the layer-2 direction, including State Channel, Plasma,
Optimistic Rollup and ZK Rollup.

2. Newly Designed Blockchain: Fast, Cheap, Decentralized, Secure ⇒
Dapps can be massively adopted.

Therefore, we choose to build an advanced blockchain that has full
advantage: Ecoball.

3. Key Technology Innovation: VPoS ⇒ Flexible Cross-chain ⇒ EcoFS
Distributed Storage ⇒ Technological Advantage.
The key innovations enable Ecoball to have over 100,000 TPS,
near zero fee and supporting assets cross-chain. These features
make Ecoball a more suitable option for large scale Dapps,
allowing them to be massively adopted.
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Features
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Highlights
Collaborative Development
Low threshold for developers
enabled by smart contract SDK
modularization and formal
verification technologies.

Multi-Chain Parallel
Consensus
Independent consensus
mechanism tailored to
business needs.

Hypercube Message Routing
Mechanism
Message transfer between the
Ecoball shard chains to allow
for quick process.
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Chain Features
Cross-chain Protocols
Cross-chain mechanism is
supported with a built-in bridge,
assets cross-chain enabled.

Cross-chain Communications
Communicate within the
Ecoball System or with other
blockchains.

Parallel Side Chain
Transaction records in the
blocks of functional & service
main chains can lead out the
side chain.

Architecture
Multi-layer Design: Core, Adaptation, Business.
Core Layer
key component libraries:
Encryption and decryption
Account address management
P2P network components
Consensus mechanism
State machine

Adaption Layer
APIs available for Dapps.

Business Layer
Platform for quick Dapp development.

Comparison
Ecoball vs Other Blockchains:
Ethereum

Tezos

BSC

Polygon

Solana

Ecoball

15

50

100

7,200

50,000

100,000

$20

<$0.01

$0.15

$0.02

<$0.01

<$0.001

~5min

~30min

~75sec

~2sec

~0.5sec

~1sec

PoW

PoS

DPoS

PoS

PoH+PoS

VPoS

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

Medium Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Yes

No

Yes

No
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No

Yes

Governance
Ecoball network is run by 25 validators who are elected every 28800
blocks by ECO holders.

Validator
A validator is a node who contributes computing power to verify and
record transactions on Ecoball network. The network relies on 25
validators to function.

Candidate
Before nominated to be a validator, a node is identified as a
candidate.

Voter
A voter is an ECO owner who stakes his ECO in validator/candidate
pools, the staking action is considered as voting. By staking ECO,
voters will vote for their best interest, and a minimum amount of
1000 ECO will be required for each vote.
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Election
If a network participant wishes to become a validator, he must stake
500,000 ECO in his pool (must be on a new address), then launch a
candidate pool for voters to stake in.
Once the above set up is done, the candidate will get a chance to be
elected in each 28800-block cycle (≈one day). Successful candidate
(get elected) will be rewarded with 2% of the pool service fees, and
the voters get rewards as well.
If there are over 25 (i.e., 26 or above) qualified candidates, then 25
candidates will be selected to be validators according to staked
amount in their pool. The greater the staked amount is, the higher
chance a candidate gets elected (only slightly higher). The
maximum number of candidates is 3000.

Staking Cycle (Election Cycle)
One staking cycle lasts approximately one day, or 28800 blocks,
with a releasing speed of three seconds per block.
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Functionalities
ECO is the native token of the Ecoball ecosystem. It serves as a unit
of account and assumes the functionalities of payment for network
utility, security checking and governance.
Any transaction on the Ecoball chain will consume ECO, similar to
gas fees consumed on other networks; however, in case of
malicious attacks, a large amount of ECO will be consumed, making
the attacker unable to sustain. This mechanism endows ECO the
power to safeguard the Ecoball blockchain.
ECO holders provide ECO as collateral when participating in the
VPoS consensus process. In exchange for providing ECO (to stake
in a node), users receive mining rewards. The reward is in the form
of additional ECO tokens.
As the network develops, ECO will be used for chain governance
where holders could vote to update network parameters. This will
include items such as validator/delegator minimums, fees, etc.

Economics
Quantity
Circulating Supply: 193 million ECO
Total Current Supply: 330 million ECO
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Item

Quantity(mil) Purpose

Ecoball Foundation

52

Founders
Marketing
Investors

105
47
126

To build the system
To market Ecoball
To develop sponsors
To support R&D in blockchain
industry

Mining Rules
In the early stage of the community, pioneer miners deserve higher
rewards. To reward these pioneers, we adopt an ECO releasing
schedule with a linear decreasing model, early miners will receive
more ECO per block as rewards. Going forward as the platform
become stable and robust, ECO releasing amount will gradually
decrease on a per block basis.
The formula to calculate block rewards (ECO release) during each
voting cycle:
Where T represents the block height.

�� = �� − �∗ (� − �)
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Below are illustrations of the mining reward rules:

The total supply amount of ECO (y-axis) over years (x-axis) without deflation caused transaction fees
burning.

Block rewards (y-axis) to miners (including validators and voters) will be released linearly within 30 years
(x-axis) after the mainnet launch.

Staking Rewards

Estimated staking yields versus different staking ratios
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Our Vision
We envision a blockchain enabled world – everyone exchanges
values effortlessly and without agencies.
We strive to prove that blockchain system can be just as smooth
and easy to use for everyone – not slow and with a high barrier.

Our Team
Based in Singapore, Ecoball is launched by the Ecoball Foundation,
developed and maintained by the community. Core contributors
include:

System Designer, co-founder: Thomas Hoo.
Thomas is Ecoball’s idea contributor and early phase designer.
Thomas owns several patents in innovative blockchain structure,
flexible consensus mechanism and blockchain-related
algorithms.
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Network Architect, co-founder: MJewzk.
MJewzk is an implementation engineer who realized Ecoball’s
functionalities with codes. He specializes in platform
architecture and distributed high concurrency system designing.
MJewzk also masters multiple programming languages
including Rust, C++ and Go, etc.

Network Security Designer, co-founder: Arnong.
Arnong contributes to Ecoball’s network security design. He is a
doctoral advisor who expertise in chip and space information
security. Arnong owns a patent in blockchain security chip
design and was awarded the ARM professor of the year by
Cambridge University.

Technology Advisor: Kai Li.
Kai is an advisor on Ecoball’s distributed computing and
storage system. He is a fellow at the US National Academy of
Engineering, and a professor at Princeton University. In the
distributed computing area, Kai has achieved incredible
success with the design of DSM (Distributed Shared Memory),
a revolutionary design that influences distributed computing,
parallel computing and cloud computing.

Road Map
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Related Links of Ecoball
About Ecoball:
Official Website: https://ecoball.org/
Blockchain Explorer: https://scan.ecoball.org
Validators: https://scan.ecoball.org/validators
Ecoball Dapp API: https://docs.ecoball.org

Contact us:
Medium: https://medium.com/@EcoBallChain
Twitter: https://twitter.com/EcoBallChain
Discord: https://discord.gg/87NSKWSZZx
Telegram: https://t.me/EcoBallChain
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Eco-Ball-153060706887327
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